
Lyman Powell's Biography 

In Lyman Powell's Biography of Mary Baker Eddy, published by The MacMillan Co in 1930, 

appear the following testimonies concerning Christian Science and Mary Baker Eddy. 

 

We present several of these here and look forward with you to a coming New Year of 
fruitage and prosperity 

Dr. Laurence McK. Gould, who was second in command to Rear Admiral Byrd in the recent 
Antarctic Expedition, sent these arresting words: 

...Christian Science is an incontrovertible fact and no one can think to interpret or even 

understand the trends of modern religious thought without giving serious attention to it. To 

accurately appraise anything is in part to delimit it and that can scarcely be even attempted 

in the case of Christian Science. The Christian Science Church with all its affiliated 

institutions comprehends this movement only in part. The essential philosophy of this faith 

has found its way into the thought and attitude of many Protestant Churches and there is no 

measuring its boundaries. This widespread and lasting fruitage is the greatest evidence of 
the essential soundness of Christian Science teachings. 

Dean William E. Masterson, of the College of Law, University of Idaho, arrests attention with 
his words: 

A thorough and unbiased study of the life of Mrs. Eddy reveals a woman of great personal 

charm, rare culture and learning, a purity of life and purpose, unsurpassed unselfishness, 

and the profoundest wisdom and spiritual discernment and understanding. She is, 

doubtless, the greatest prophet and benefactor that mankind has ever had, with the 

exception of Christ Jesus. I am convinced that she came according to prophecy and that 

through her there has been revealed and restored to humanity the comforter which St. John 

declared would be sent "from the Father." Such a revelation could come only through the 

noblest and purest type of womanhood. Subsequent to this discovery, which she later 

named Christian Science, her life was one unselfish and tireless effort to reduce to human 

comprehension and to establish among men this science as a practical and healing religion. 

This she did by means of her teaching, her writings, and her church and the manifold 

channels of its activity. Such was her unswerving devotion to a cause in which her faith 

remained fixed and unshaken. Only those who have observed the beneficial effects of the 

application of this science to the lives of others or felt its benign influence in their own lives 

can properly appreciate Mrs. Eddy and her mission and justly appraise her work in its 
relation to human welfare. 

Cecil B. DeMille: of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Hollywood, California; who is not a 

Christian Scientist: 

Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy is one of the great benefactors of mankind. She has given to the 

world one of the great religions. She has interpreted the life and teachings of Jesus of 

Nazareth in a manner to prove a blessing to many hundreds of thousands of souls. She has 

carried the light of truth into many dark places. She has perhaps done more to fulfill the 

words of the Great Master, Himself than any individual of recent centuries. 

 


